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Opposition rejects Chama
Cha Mapinduzi win
Two leading opposition parties
in Tanzania have rejected the
results of a presidential election
that saw the incumbent President
John Magufuli of the Chama Cha
Mapinduzi (CCM) win a second
five-year term in office. The two
parties said they do not recognise
the results.
Magufuli was declared the
winner of Wednesday’s poll on
Friday by the Tanzania’s National
Electoral Commission declared
Magufuli the winner, with 84%
of the vote against 13% for his
opponent, Tundu Lissu of the
Chadema party.
Presidential and parliamentary
elections were held
simultaneously in mainland
Tanzania and semi-autonomous
Zanzibar, an Indian Ocean
archipelago.
“We are calling on the
international community and
bodies not to recognise what
was referred to as a general
election, and we call on them
to take appropriate action,”
Chadema chairman Freeman
Mbowe said. “We demand fresh
elections as soon as possible.”
M b o we , wh o l e d t h e
opposition in parliament, lost
his long-held seat in the vote
and urged opposition supporters
to demonstrate today (Monday)
against the handling of the
election, which Lissu has called
a “travesty”.
Zitto Kabwe, the leader of
another major opposition party,
ACT-Wazalendo, was among
dozens of opposition candidates

who lost their seats in parliament
to the ruling CCM party. ACTWazalendo on Saturday joined
the calls for protests against
the result.
Meanwhile, the police have
warned that illegal assemblies
and demonstrations would not
be permitted. In Zanzibar, 33
people were detained over alleged
election-related offences, police
commissioner, Mohammed Haji
Hassan, said.
In his bid for a second term,
Magufuli promised to boost
the economy by completing
infrastructure projects started in
his first term, such as a hydroelectric dam, a railway line and
new planes for the national
carrier.
But the opposition and rights
groups have complained that his
administration has cracked down
on critical voices, closing down

media outlets and preventing
opposition rallies.
The main challenger, Lissu,
was shot 16 times in 2017 in what
remains an unsolved case. The
government has denied stifling
dissent. The United States has said
it was concerned about “reports
of systematic interference in the
democratic process” during the
election.
The vote was marred by
allegations of irregularities,
including the use of force
against unarmed civilians, preticking of ballots, the detention
of opposition officials and
restrictions on political party
agents accessing polling stations,
the U.S. Embassy said.
But in a preliminary statement,
the East African Community’s
Election Observer Mission said
that the electoral commission
had “organised the elections in

a professional manner.
‘‘In this respect, SADC urges all
stakeholders to settle any disputes
emanating from this electoral
process through established
legal channels as stipulated
in the national laws, and in
the revised SADC Principles
and Guidelines Governing
Democratic Elections (2015).
This will enable a constructive
environment that will infuse
credibility in the processes and
practices used for elections.
Masisi said.’’
Meanwhile SADC Chairman
President Mokgweetsi Masisi
has commended Magufuli for
his re election, and urged all
stakeholders to resolve any
disputes from the elections
through the right channels.
( Reuters.)
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Chinese creditors
working to
resolve Africa’s
debt woes diplomat
Beijing’s top Africa diplomat
has said that the Chinese
financial institutions, not only
the country’s official creditors,
are working to help ease the
debt woes of African nations,
which have worsened due to
the pandemic-induced global
economic downturn.
China, Africa’s largest creditor,
has agreed to take part in a World
Bank and International Monetary
Fund-supported initiative to
suspend debt service on official
bilateral debt for poorer countries.
However, Beijing has come
under criticism, notably
from the United States, for
lacking transparency about its
lending and due to uncertainty
surrounding which of its lenders
would participate in the relief
programme.
Financial institutions from
China - which is not a member of
the Paris Club of official creditors
- have extended billions to a
number of African countries from
Zambia to Angola and Kenya.
Wu Peng, director-general of
the Department of African Affairs
at China’s foreign ministry, said
he welcomed a deal announced
this week that will allow Zambia
to defer debt repayments due
this month on a loan from the
China Development Bank (CDB).
“This fully shows that in
addition to official creditors, other
Chinese financial institutions are
also actively resolving the debt
issue of Zambia and other African
countries,” Wu wrote on Twitter.
The pandemic exacerbated a
debt crisis in Zambia that is now
pushing the copper producer
towards a sovereign default.
The government missed a $42.5
million coupon payment on one
of its Eurobonds that was due on
Oct. 14 but has a 30-day grace
period before it goes into default.
It has asked Eurobond holders
to defer interest payments until
April 2021.
But bondholders have so far
rejected the request, saying it
was unclear whether key lenders
such as China would also agree to
reschedule repayments. Reuters.

PRESS STATEMENT
LEA AND LURACA FORGE RELATIONS TO CAPACITATE SMMEs

The Local Enterprise Authority
(LEA) and LUCARA Botswana
have partnered through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU);
as a commitment to cooperate in
the field of entrepreneurship and
SMME development. The two
entities forge linkages to accelerate growth of the Small, Medium
and Micro Enterprises in Botswana through provision of capacity
development interventions necessary to benefit LEA SMMEs and
Lucara community and Corporate
Social Responsibility projects into
competitiveness and sustainability.
This strategic collaboration will
among others focus on the following:
• Offering of appropriate entrepreneurship and business management training, business advisory, on-site enterprise coaching,
as well as mentorship to assist
entrepreneurs to start, grow and
expand their businesses.
• Identification of business opportunities for uptake by SMMEs
and communities, that have the
potential to create employment
and contribute towards economic growth and diversification.
• Facilitate resources required to
accelerate SMME growth and
implement impactful interventions that support business development and support services
needed by the SMME sector.

In appreciating the partnership,
the LEA Chief Executive Officer
Dr.
Racious Moatshe said “LEA assisted enterprises and community
projects supported by Lucara will
greatly benefit from this strategic
collaboration. In addition to capacity building interventions, the
SMMEs will also benefit through
inclusion in the mine’s supplier
database, which will avail market
access opportunities”.
Lucara Managing Director Mrs
Naseem Lahri stated that “This is
a key and very strategic partnership which will help our vision to
diversify the area we operate in.
LEA will assist us to ensure successful and sustainable implementation of key strategic corporate
social investment projects. They
will assist us in bringing to fruition the ten (10) SDGs that we
subscribe to.”
About LEA:
The Local Enterprise Authority
(LEA) was established by the Small
Business Act, Number 7 of 2004 as
a Statutory Authority of the Government of Botswana. LEA is a
coordinated and focused one-stop
shop Authority that provides development and support services to the
local industry needs of SMMEs,
encompassing business advisory,
on-site coaching and monitoring,
training, mentoring, market access facilitation, technology and

innovation support. LEA also has
the Incubation Programme which
is designed to accelerate the successful development of incubated
enterprises, through an array of
business support services.
The LEA Mission is to promote
and facilitate entrepreneurship
and SMME development through
targeted interventions in pursuit of
economic growth and job creation.
The Authority’s Vision is therefore
to be the Centre of excellence for
entrepreneurship and sustainable
SMMEs development in Botswana.
About LUCARA
LUCARA Botswana (Proprietary)
Limited (“Lucara”) is a Botswana diamond mining company
with mining and exploration of
diamonds licenses in Botswana.
It is one of the world’s foremost
producers of large, high quality
diamonds. Lucara is a subsidiary
of Lucara Diamond Corp. which is
listed on the TSX, Nasdaq Stockholm and the Botswana Stock Exchange under the symbol “LUC”,
ENQUIRIES:
Boikhutso Kgomanyane Thapelo
Pabalinga
LEA LUCARA
Tel: 3644000 Tel: 3923381
Email: bkgomanyane@lea.co.bw
Info@lucaradiamond.com
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Banding Together is the only way
Africa will Beat COVID-19
Everyone knows by now
that due to a combination of
leadership, environment, social
ecology, demographics and as
yet unknown biological and
other factors, Africa has been
spared the worst of the havoc
that COVID-19 has wreaked on
other parts of the globe and was
predicted to do here too.
As of 15th October 2020, the
continent has a remarkably low
4.2% of the global burden of the
disease and just a little above 3.5%
of deaths. Compare this against
Africa’s share of the world’s
population at 17%. Or the fact
that Africa has nearly 5 times the
global prevalence of HIV (hosting
nearly 70% of all people living
with the disease worldwide),
and Africans contract 25% of
all new Tuberculosis infections
worldwide.
No one denies the continent’s
r e m a r k a bl e C OV I D - 1 9
biostatistical picture. But some
have sought to attribute most of
it to chance and the unknown.
We disagree.
Africa locked down early,
shut borders, closed schools
and launched aggressive contact
tracing with far more enthusiasm
than most parts of the developed
world. That was not chance; that
was bold leadership. Leadership
rooted in communal values, and
bedecked with ample evidence
of the continent’s deep notions
of solidarity during crisis.
Talking about solidarity, we
can look at the speed at which

private sector contributions into
pooled funding mechanisms
were mobilised to plug woeful
gaps in states’ fiscal capacity.
Hospitals were designed and
constructed within three months
in some countries, just like in
China, but through civic, rather
than just government, resource
mobilisation.
Even less recognised than the
sterling leadership and solidarity
examples that Africa has given
the world is the flourish of
innovations generally taken for
granted.
African breweries and
distilleries were among the
first in the world to shift alcohol
supplies to the manufacture
of hygiene products. African
fintech organisations deployed
new services within days, and
aggressively ramped down costs,
even before lockdowns started to
look like a long-term prospect.
On 3rd February, even before
the first infection was recorded,
the continent inaugurated its
joint taskforce. Within 3 months,
on 18th June, 2020, while in
other places local governments
were fighting with national
governments over ventilators,
we launched the Africa Medicines
Supply Platform, the world’s first
multistakeholder procurement
consolidation platform at
continental level.
Working with the continent’s
leading airlines, laboratories,
civic aviation authorities and
technology actors, we unveiled

Trusted Travel, an elaborate
end-to-end solution allowing
testing done in one country to
be mutually recognised in other
countries for seamless crossborder travel.
Because of Trusted Travel,
countries have the means to
open their borders smartly and
safely. Take Cape Verde, one of
the countries that supported
the launch of this effort, for
instance. Literally one-third
of the economy was nearly
obliterated by COVID-19 because
of the pandemic’s savage impact
on tourism and transportationrelated services. Without an
integrated solution to the travel
challenge that restores confidence
in travel, the path to full economic
recovery would be painfully slow.
The more remarkable thing
about the Trusted Travel
intervention is how it emerged
out of a “whole of society”
campaign launched by the African
Union on 20th August 2020 called
the Saving Lives, Economies
& Livelihoods initiative, an
expansion of our PACT Initiative,
which targeted nearly 10 million
Africans for testing. It had become
apparent, by June of this year,
that an exclusive emphasis on
disease containment would be
a betrayal of the Africa CDC’s
full mandate as a public health
organisation. One of the cardinal
foundations of health leadership
in our time is paying heed to the
“social determinants of health”.
Where “disease control” is itself

becoming a barrier to the holistic
wellness of the society, as has been
the case with cross-border travel
screening - with some people
spending upwards of $600 on
multiple, redundant, testing in
a single round-trip journey (not
to talk of the inconveniences and
uncertainties) - it is critical that
innovations that promote regional
public health cooperation be
prioritised.
This is precisely why between
August and October, the Africa
CDC expended enormous energy
and effort on the diplomatically
complex task of mobilising
political will in Africa to harmonise
public health restrictions on
travel. And yet three months
is in fact an unbelievably short
time to mount something of this
geopolitical scale.
Generating digital COVID-19
certificates and building the
technical solutions for immunity
certificates are by far the easiest
part of the undertaking. Going
through the political process of
securing member state buy-in
and convincing large private
actors, like multinational airlines,

to adopt common business
processes is many times more
challenging. And yet, this is what
it takes, at the minimum, to
assemble a credible multilateral
innovative solution.
It is not surprising at all
then, when one considers the
general thrust of things since this
pandemic began, that it is Africa
that has been both bold and quick
enough to launch something of
this magnitude to balance the
twin objectives of recovery and
disease containment.
Such a feat requires very
optimal combinations of
solidarity, leadership, innovation
and communal thinking (which
engenders the necessary trust
for mutuality to work). None of
these values have been in short
supply on the continent where
COVID-19 has been concerned,
even if the world has not been
paying attention.
The only question left is this:
what next is Africa going to
do, long-term, to sustain this
remarkable burst of worldleading thinking in tackling its
multitudes of health challenges?
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GTM, A collaboration between De Beers
Group and Stanford GSB
Interview with owner of Organic
Naturals,
O r g a n i c N at u r a l s
Skincare

Youth- owned company
contributing to the fight
against COVID 19.

Organic Naturals Skincare is
a solution that prides itself in
natural, safe and chemical free
ingredients for the face and body.
The company’s CEO Ms.
Didintle Leatile Moreki indicates
that while the Covid 19 pandemic
was harsh on most businesses
including hers, innovation
was key in ensuring that they
maneuver around the pandemic
in order to continue operating.
Although the company has been
producing skincare products
since inception, they found it fit
to re-model their business and
venture into unique skincare
products, which have been well
received by the market, as well
as leverage on online shopping
platforms.
“The COVID 19 pandemic had a
huge impact on most companies,
and youth companies were
among those greatly affected,
particularly by the lockdown
here in Botswana. As Organic
Naturals, in order to minimise
the impact on our business, we
focused on production of goods
that we knew were greatly in
demand, and also fully integrated
online shopping on our strategy.
These goods include Bar Soaps,
Tailored Masks, Hand Sanitizers
and Moisturizers” said Moreki.
She highlighted that their new
business approach was to create
packages which are cost effective
to the client as COVID-19 did
not just affect businesses but
individuals as well. The youthful
entrepreneur said learnings she

received from the Stanford Go To
Market, a collaboration between
De Beers Group and the Stanford
School of Business contributed
immensely to her agility thus
greatly influencing her resilience.
“One of my key take-aways in
the GTM weeklong bootcamp by
De Beers and Stanford was that our
value proposition should always
be linked to customers’ emotional
experience and delivered to reach
that. Everything that we do now,
from our solutions to choice of
products, is centered on that
key business principle” she said.
Moreki describes her journey
by expressing that the skincare
manufacturing industry is much
reliant on personal touch and
one-ones, thus, they had to
slowly transition services to
online whilst trying to maintain
being easily accessible to clients.
Orders transitioned from store
visits to one click away, skin
assessments turned to easy
access online platforms, which
led to the growth of their online
community. Through automating
the processes of their business,
they managed to continue making
their customer’s lives easier,
whilst keeping safe at home.
PRODUCTS
Moreki shared that they
products are infused with lemon
oil, morula oil and aloe-Vera. She
says the entire focus is to meet
the national demand of hand
sanitizers but most importantly
to offer a convenient moisturizing
solution that will cleanse hands
and moisturize without burning
the skin or drying their hands.
“Infusing our traditional morula
oil to the Hand Sanitizer was
a celebratory moment and
innovative as it continues to prove
possible how our indigenous
plants are potent even when

science is involved” She
concluded.
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LEA continues to
Accelerate SMME Growth

Dream Flavours is a LEA
assisted enterprise based in
Molepolole. It is operated by five
(5) women who play different
roles within the business. The
company produces flavoured
yoghurt, juice and sour
milk (madila). They also use
indigenous products such as
lerotse, motoroko and morula
to flavour the yoghurt.
Dream Flavours registered
with LEA in 2010, and have been
receiving business management
and support interventions from
LEA through the Molepolole
Branch. The employees have
been trained on various

aspects including Business
Planning, Entrepreneurship
Development, Food Safety &
Hygiene and Records Keeping.
All these interventions assisted
in upskilling Dream Flavours
employees, and transformed
the business into a flourishing
entity it is today.
Through the targeted
business support services
from LEA, Dream Flavours
currently employs eight people.
The Authority also provides
business advisory, monitoring,
coaching and mentoring services
to further grow the business
into competitiveness and

sustainability. In addition,
LEA facilitated Market Access
opportunities that led to Dream
Flavours participating in various
trade fairs, buyer seminars
and market days where they
forged linkages with various
buyers and established supply
opportunities with the retail
market, Government institutions
and the hospitality industry.

the business was taken on a
benchmarking mission to learn
from an advanced manufacturer
in Zimbabwe.

In order to prepare this
company for international
markets, LEA is facilitating
accreditation and quality
assurance for Dream Flavours
to acquire the ISO 9001:2015
certification. Furthermore,

CONTACTS:
Tel:
+267 5920958
Mobile:
72107300 / 73752725
Facebook:
Dreamflavours
Email:
whiteangelsbw@yahoo.com

DO YOU NEED A MARKET FOR YOUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?
LEA FACILITATES MARKET ACCESS AND BUSINESS LINKAGES WITH SUITABLE BUYERS AT NO COST.

Market Readiness
Assessment

Marketing &
Sales Strategies

Facilitation of Product
Testing & Certification

Local & International
Market Linkages

Visit any LEA branch for assistance.
Gaborone: 3957856
Pilane: 5729146
Kanye: 5403093
Ramotswa: 5391075
Masunga: 2489803

Francistown: 2418036
Tsabong: 6540196
Selibe Phikwe: 2613160
Maun: 6863146
Kasane: 6250432

Molepolole: 5921006
Ghanzi: 6597161
Serowe: 4632071
Hukuntsi: 6510420
Letlhakane: 2978780

Empowering the entrepreneur to start and grow their business
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South Africa wants national
airline back in air in first
half of 2021
South Africa’s government
has it wants its national airline
flying again in the first half of
next year, after giving it a 10.5
billion-rand ($650 million)
bailout in the mid-term budget.
The Department of Public
Enterprises (DPE) said the
latest cash injection meant a
restructuring plan for stateowned South African Airways
(SAA), which has been in a form
of bankruptcy protection since
December, can now go forward.
“The Business Rescue Plan
for SAA is fundamental and
will create a solid base for the
emergence of a competitive,
viable and sustainable national
airline,” it said in a statement.
But aviation experts said
the bulk of the new money is
earmarked for repaying SAA’s
creditors and the roughly 2 billion
rand left over for restart costs
would be quickly exhausted.
“It’s nowhere near enough to
restart a recapitalised airline,”
said Joachim Vermooten, an
aviation economist who used
to work at the DPE.
The airline could require
around 18 billion rand in
capital over the next five years,
Vermooten estimated based on
the scale of operations envisaged
in SAA’s restructuring plan and
the more than 6 billion rand of
losses its administrators were
predicting over the next three
years.
SAA has not made a profit
since 2011, draining scant public
resources at a time of weak
economic growth.
Linden Birns, another South
African aviation industry veteran,
said its future losses were likely
to be greater than predicted by
the administrators in June, as
the outlook for air travel had
since further deteriorated due
to the pandemic.
It is also unclear where funding
for SAA subsidiaries like lowcost airline Mango, maintenance
division SAAT or catering arm
Air Chefs will come from, as
they are not covered by the 10.5
billion rand bailout, Birns added.
SAA’s restructuring plan has
been on hold awaiting financing
since July, when it was approved
by creditors.
The DPE has said it is in
discussions with potential
investors and partners for SAA
but has disclosed few details.
Ethiopian Airlines is among those
that have held talks with DPE.
SAA’s administrators said last
month they were mothballing
all operations until funding
discussions were completed.
Prior to that, SAA had been
operating repatriation and cargo
flights after regular passenger

flights were grounded when the
government closed its borders in
March to contain the pandemic.
Reuters.

Flexible 24/7 banking
is just a call away
with Absa Sky Branch

With the Absa Sky Branch, you can do a host of
transactions like loan top up, account management,
credit limit increase and decrease, rewards
redemption, local and international payments,
adding, amending or deleting debit orders and so
much more with just a call to a banker.
Access the Absa Sky Branch anytime by calling +267 3159 575
or toll-free at 150 (Mascom) and 0800 600 444 (BTC)

That’s Africanacity. That’s Absa.
Terms and conditions apply.
Absa Bank Botswana Limited (registered number BW00001237900) is regulated by the Bank of Botswana.
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Investing in Africa – Competition for
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
By Emmanuel Allottey
COVID-19 has sparked
inForeign direct investment
(FDI) is a key strategic lever for
developing countries to meet
their national development goals.
Africa is home to the highest
number of developing and
underdeveloped countries in the
world, creating stiff competition
i n a t t r a c t i n g i nve s t o r s .

COVID-19 has decimated
the economic conditions in
nations and increased pressure
on governments to introduce
mitigants to prevent economic
collapse. Securing FDI will be
critical to the achievement of
economic growth in African
nations.
According to reports from
the U.N. Conference for Trade
and Development (UNCTAD),
Global foreign direct investment

(FDI) flows fell 49% in the first
half of 2020 compared to 2019,
due to the economic fallout
from COVID-19. FDI flows to
developing economies decreased
16%, with sharper drop of
28% for developing countries
in Africa. African nations are
actively seeking to attract the
foreign direct investment which
is vital to strengthening the
ability of their economies to
compete globally.

Doing Business Africa –
Women at the frontline
By Emmanuel Allottey
Women are contributors
to core of society and are
increasingly demonstrating their
contribution on the frontlines in
Business. Women entrepreneurs

in Africa are demonstrating
resilience and creativity to
circumvent the various obstacles
pertaining to doing business in
countries riddled with poverty.
Entrepreneurship is seen as a
good career choice in Africa and
women are actively participating

in their quest for economic
independence.
Many women become
entrepreneurs out of economic
necessity and tend to operate
businesses in more crowded
industries with reduced
opportunities for growth. Women

Competition for FDI is global
with other developing countries
in the world seeking to attract
investors. Specific industries
carry intense competition for
particular investment projects.
The competition for long term
FDI has both positive and
negative effects. Escalating
global competition among
governments to attract FDI has
its advantages. African nations
looking to attract FDI are required
in Africa are more likely to be
working as entrepreneurs than
women in other regions, and
almost fifty percent of women
in the non-agricultural labour
force are entrepreneurs.
The third edition of the
Mastercard Index of Women
Entrepreneurs (MIWE) has listed
Uganda, Ghana and Botswana as
the top three African countries
with the highest percentages
of women-owned businesses
across the 58 markets evaluated
around the world. These results
reaffirmed that women have
a direct impact on economic
growth and the wellbeing of
society.
Unfortunately, COVID-19 has
interrupted the momentum,
as many governments have
enacted travel restrictions, full
or partial lockdowns, and border
closures to curb the spread of
the virus. These measures, while
necessary to save lives, have
adversely affected countless
livelihoods and enterprises,
putting the very survival of many
small businesses at risk. These
businesses including women
owned, are struggling with a
significant drop in revenues,
as well as with liquidity and
human capital issues.
While both male and female
entrepreneurs face such
constraints as a lack of capital,

to meet the fundamentals of
good governance. Governments
must strengthen their economic
fundamentals by pursuing
policies that enhance the supply
of modern infrastructure,
appropriately trained workers,
and political stability. The
implementing long-term
economic growth initiatives
will translate to domestic
economic development, almost
independent of direct FDI flows.
Governments seeking to
attract FDI compete by offering
investment subsidies, tax
rebates and other incentives
to secure investment. This
type of competition may lead
to excessive concessions that
may jeopardise workers rights
and labour standards and other
governance oversight ideals.
Other challenges with FDI
include, the entry of foreign
companies may lead to the
displacement of local businesses
and the repatriation of profits
outside the country, if the firms
do not reinvest profits back into
the host country. This will lead
to large capital outflows from
the host country.
FDI remains the most important
source of external finance for
developing countries in Africa.
Competition for investment will
be exacerbated by the prolonged
duration of the COVID-19
pandemic. The effectiveness
of policy interventions to
mitigate the economic effects
of the pandemic will improve
the ability to attract foreign
investment in the future.

women are specifically impacted
by a number of obstacles, such as
discrimination and the shortage
of collateral. As a result, femaleowned enterprises post monthly
profits that are on average 38
percent lower than those of
male-owned enterprises. Three
factors account in part for this
underperformance: the lack of
capital, the choice of business
sector, and commercial practices.
Despite the presence of these
barriers, there are various
development initiatives set
in different African countries
aiming to alleviate the
difficulties and promote female
entrepreneurship. This includes
minimizing the hurdles these
businesses face when accessing
financing (e.g.: eliminating rules
around collateral requirements)
and offering technical assistance
facilities to provide womenled businesses with advisory
services to help them make
informed decisions and adjust
their business models, enabling
them to survive the pandemic
while setting themselves up for
post-crisis growth.
As the impact of COVID-19
rages on, women-led businesses
will have to weather these
challenges and continue to
contribute to the long-term
economic growth of the
continent.
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How fracking plans could affect
shared water resources in
Southern Africa
Vegetable production, tomato
production in particular, is an
important source of income for
many smallholder farmers in
Zambia. It can provide them
with gross margins that are
much higher than maize, the
dominant field crop. But these
higher returns come with nearly
ubiquitous crop loss risks from
pests.
Two commonly reported pests
are bollworms and nematodes.
These can dramatically reduce
the amount of tomatoes that
meet quality standards.
To address this, farmers in
Zambia are starting to use more
pesticides. A trend that can be
seen in many African countries,
such as Ethiopia and Uganda.
Zambian farmers have access
to and often apply several
extremely toxic pesticides
including Monocrotophos,
Methamidophos, and Umet.
This subjects them to acute and
chronic health risks.
I witnessed the rapid increase
in pesticide use while living in
rural Zambia. But with limited
government resources available
for agricultural extension, there
was almost no formal education
or advice offered to farmers. They
were learning about toxicity – and
the corresponding health and
environmental risks of pesticides
– through experience.
My colleagues and I carried
out a study over 7 months that
explored whether farmers
changed their pesticide choices to
less toxic options or adopted riskmitigating technologies (such

as protective gloves or masks)
based on new information. We
conducted this study with 512
tomato farmers.
Our research showed that
small, practical messaging
campaigns on pesticide toxicity
can lead farmers to choose safer,
less-toxic pesticides in place of
more harmful chemicals.
These training programs may
be an attractive alternative to
larger, more expensive efforts.
They can have large, tangible
benefits for the environment,
farmer incomes and health, while
also being relatively low-cost
and easy to implement.
Protect themselves
Pe s t i c i d e s h ave we l l documented environmental
externalities; they can
contaminate soils and waterways,
and negatively affect fish and other
non-target organisms. Further,
pesticides have many health risks
including severe, long-term
illnesses like Parkinson’s disease
and neuropsychological effects.
But from a farmer’s perspective,
high use rates of pesticides are
easily explained by increasing
farm profits as a result of reduced
damage from pests and diseases.
But there are ways in which
farmers can continue to use
pesticides while protecting
themselves.
Pesticides all have toxicity
classifications which summarise
the potential threat they pose
to human and environmental
health. Less toxic pesticides pose
smaller risks and, in many cases,
these risk differences across

toxicity classes are tremendous.
For instance, in Zambia,
farmers faced with pest damage
on a crop typically have multiple
pesticide options to choose from.
Each of these may have similar
efficacy in controlling their pest
problem, but different toxicity
classifications.
Generally speaking, over the
past 30 years pesticides are being
created to deliver the same or
greater efficacy but at lower
toxicity levels. This means that,
by simply by choosing the less
toxic option, farmers can more
often reduce the health risks to
themselves and the environment
without compromising on the
benefits in pest protection.
Farmers can also reduce their
health risks from working with
pesticides by wearing personal
protective equipment which

limits their exposure to the
chemicals. However, there’s
evidence from various countries
including Zambia, that shows
that farmers rarely wear them.
The literature often calls for
better information to help
improve farmer pesticide safety.
So we wanted to see if a small
intervention would help.
Training programme
We worked closely with
local government extension
agents from the Ministry of
Agriculture and Livestock to
design and implement a lowcost farmer-to-farmer training
programme. This taught farmers
about pesticide toxicity, personal
protective equipment, pestcontrol properties, and other
safety information.
To assess the impact of
information, we conducted

interviews before and after
training. These collected data
on farmer knowledge, pesticide
use, and safety practices. We
also collected data on pesticide
choices and identified how much
farmers were willing to pay for
protective gear.
Even before the training,
farmers demonstrated a solid
knowledge of general pesticide
risks. They also knew of protective
equipment and how to limit
their exposure. But there was a
clear knowledge gap in pesticide
toxicity though not exactly where
we might have expected.
Farmers did not underestimate
pesticide health risks, they overestimated them for many products
by perceiving all pesticides
to be equally and extremely
dangerous. We often heard the
phrase “poison is poison”. This
implied that, to many farmers,
using less-toxic pesticides had
near zero benefits as the perceived
health and environmental risks
were the same across toxicity
classifications.
Our results show that the
training improved farmer
knowledge of pesticide toxicity
and corrected the misconception
that all pesticides are equally
toxic. More importantly, the
programme led to behaviour
change with more farmers opting
for less toxic products.
However, the training had an
insignificant effect on demand for
personal protective equipment.
This is because it’s uncomfortable
to use (particularly in hot
climates), costs money and they
don’t last long. Farmers were
reluctant to pay this recurring
expense, even though it was
relatively small.
Effective programme
In contexts similar to this,
where farmers have access to
many pesticide products, poor
access to extension services
and a weak understanding of
the relative health risks across
toxicity classes, we encourage
governments and NGOs to
consider similar, low-cost
extension programmes. These
will help to improve farmer
knowledge when it comes to
pesticide toxicity and promotes
substitution to less toxic products.
(TheConversation.)
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Creative Sector With Arts Organisations

Limkokwing University
Empowers The Creative Sector
Limkokwing University has
been recognised for its tireless
effort to empower people and the
transformation of communities in
developing countries worldwide.
In 2017, it was named an UN
Academic Impact University for
its culture of intellectual social
responsibility.
The University has been cited by
the World Bank and UNESCO for
its creative and innovative model
of education which is embedded
in every program. This success
has led to the University being
invited by the World Bank to
share their model of education
for the developing countries in
Washington and Islamabad.
The Founder President
of Limkokwing University
Worldwide, Tan Sri Dr.
Limkokwing has been driven
by his strong belief that youth
should have access to high
quality education relevant
to today’s globalised world.
“Education changes lives, no
young person should be denied
the transformative power of a
great education”, he has said
many times.
Following recently launched
the 100 Tan Sri Limkokwing
Scholarships worth P 17 267
340.00 by Honourable Tumiso
Rakgare under the Limkokwing
Foundation of Excellence in
Education the University in
partnership with the Ministry
of Youth Empowerment, Sport
& Culture Development (MYSC),
the University extended its role
in empowering the Creative
Industries sector by announcing
scholarships to 20 personalities
within the arts industry last week
Wednesday in partnership with
MYSC.
The scholarships which cover
100% Full Tuition ONLY were

administered through various
criterias by the University
Scholarship Board in collaboration
with the ministry and were
distributed across various
strategic sectors within the
creative industry including
artists, promoters, actors,
choreographers, producers, A & R
personnel, songwriters, engineers
and disc jockeys amongst others.
The Assistant Minister MYSC
Honourable Buti Billy, who
was the guest of honour at the
scholarships beneficiaries official
announcement event said, “This
initiative is testimony of a good
working relationship between
MYSC and Limkokwing. As
Government, we are committed
to creating jobs for young people
and always encourage the private
sector to come on board to
assist. I am elated to see the
vision of Tan Sri Limkokwing
and the entire leadership of the
University adhering to this call
of transforming lives. Tan Sri
Limkokwing, what you are doing
to promote the creative sector
is extremely commendable and
we thank you”, he highlighted.
Also speaking at the event was
Limkokwing Vice Chancellor Dr.
Gape Kaboyakgosi who welcomed
the awardees by sharing the
founding philosophy of the
University as espoused by the
Founder President for raising
young people which states that
upon completion of their studies
all Limkokwing Graduates should
think beyond employability,
skilled, highly tech savvy and
enterprising.
For her part, Ms. Zenzele
Hirshfeld who spoke on behalf
of the awardees stated, “This
sponsorship comes at a time where

our industry is highly affected
by the Covid-19 pandemic,
thus we are now confident
there is hope at the end of
the tunnel for the Creative
Industry. We are extremely
grateful to Tan Sri Limkokwing
& the University for partnering
with MYSC on this life changing
opportunity which will allow
us to grow individually and
collectively to empower other
Botswana within this sector.
This sponsorship will go a long
way in the development of
the creative sector and assist
in making our industry a
professional hub which can
proudly compete globally”.
The scholarships have been
offered to upcoming and well
known role players in the arts
industry such as Scar, DJ’s
Ricky Lamar, Fondo Fire &
Colastrow, Massie Hule, Tshepo
Lesole, Bofelo Segokgo, Exotic,
Botho Mothudi, Fumani Tekere
and Berry Heart among others.
The official announcement
event was graced by
representatives from
organisations of the creative
sector such as, Thapong Visual
Arts, Botswana Society of the
Arts, Botswana Musicians Union
and Botswana Entertainment
and Promoters Association.
Limkokwing University
strives to produce graduates
who can contribute
meaningfully to society and
industry. The University
produces global graduates who
are industry ready, look beyond
employability upon graduation
and future leaders who will
take part in decisions making
that will contribute towards
national developments in their
countries.

Director Communications & PR Mercy Rebaone Thebe

MYSC Assistant Minister Hon Buti Billy
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The Angolan dancers who helped South
African anthem Jerusalema go global
In February the Angolan
dance troupe Phenomenos
do Semba created the viral
#JerusalemaDanceChallenge
video that showed off their dance
moves to the South African hit
song Jerusalema.
Their video is set in a backyard
in Luanda, where they break
into a group dance, all the while
eating lunch from plates in their
hands. In the age of coronavirus,
the #JerusalemaDanceChallenge
video generated a countercontagion. Almost overnight
everyone from police departments
in Africa to priests in Europe were
posting their own Jerusalema
dance videos that repeated the
choreography.
The challenge videos were
swept along in a message of
hope condensed in the single
word “Jerusalema” and amplified
through an electronic beat that
its creator, Johannesburg-based
musician and producer Master
KG, describes as “spiritual”.
Putting together this beat
in November 2019, he invited
South African gospel vocalist
Nomcebo Zikode to interpret
it lyrically. The magic isiZulu
phrase “Jerusalema, ikhaya
lami” (Jerusalem is my home)
arose through their jamming.
Then the Angolans provided an
irresistible choreography, and
the rest is history.
The Angolan dance routine is
both just repetitive enough to be
picked up and just varied enough
to tease. Videos flew around the
world on TikTok, Instagram and
Facebook.
“We are happy to bring the
joy of dance to the whole world
through this marvellous dance,”
(Estamos felizes por levar a alegria

da dança para o mundo inteiro
atraves desta dança maravilhosa)
Phenomenos do Semba declare
in Portuguese on their Facebook
page.
What they call “alegria da
dança” (the joy of the dance) can
also be read as “alegropolitics”
or joy pressed out from
trauma and dehumanisation.
Historically, enslavement,
colonialism, commodification
and a continuing threat to Black
life brings forth Afro-Atlantic
expressive culture .
This is seen from carnivals to
the viral Don’t Rush Challenge,
started during coronavirus
lockdowns by a group of African
heritage women where each
dances to a hip-hop song and uses
technology to “pass” a makeup
brush to another.
This gift to the world is the
secret of moving collectively.
Not in cookie-cutter unison but
through individual response
to poly-rhythmic Africanist
aesthetic principles that are
held together by a masterstructure. Dancing in this way
is resistance, incorporating
kinetic and rhythmic principles
that circulated initially around
the Atlantic rim (including the
Americas, Europe, the Caribbean
and Africa). It connects and
revitalises by enacting an
embodied memory of resistance
to enslavement.
The Jerusalema dance
challenge is an example of
how dance enables convivencia
(living together). It is a line dance
(animation in French, animação
in Portuguese, animación in
Spanish) that enlivens parties
through simple choreography
that makes people dance

together. Routines involve
directional movement enabled
by switching of feet, with dancers
turning 90 degrees to repeat
the choreography. Syncopated
steps create enjoyable tension,
and more and more people can
join as the routine repeats itself
till the song ends.
Many internet-driven line
dances have emerged in response
to songs such as Jerusalema.
Created by popular music
producers in Africa, they are
often operating with limited
resources and responding to
national music trends that also
have a pan-continental appeal.
Think of Ghanaian azonto,
Nigerian Afro-beat; Angolan
kuduro; South African house.
The dances that develop from
the music start out local but can
spread from country to country.
Choreographies to Ghanaian
azonto hits, for example, are
taught by dance instructors from
Accra when they’re visiting dance

clubs in Cotonou in Benin – as
I experienced during years of
dance research in West Africa.
The official Jerusalema video,
viewed over 200 million times to
date. These accents include their
own. Angola’s rich social dance
culture has gone global through
the couple dances kizomba and
the more upbeat semba. A DJ will
periodically break up dancing
couples with a track that unites
the crowd through line dance
routines that gesture to the
Angolan music and dance style
kuduro: hyper-exaggerated,
angular, dexterous, sardonic.
Maiza asserts that the Jerusalema
choreography mixes kuduro and
Afro-beat. Others in the Angolan
dance scene disagree, pointing to
videos of South African pantsula
and kwaito that reveal similar
footwork. Master KG himself
declared that what the Angolan
group made viral was a South
African dance style popular at
celebrations.

Ginga, banga, kizomba, semba,
kuduro: all Angolan words for
dance styles and attitudes that,
like line dances, emerge from long
circum-Atlantic conversations.
Line dances criss-cross the
Atlantic, complicating the
line between recognition and
appropriation. The Danza Kuduro
dance was set to a Spanishlanguage song responding to a
Puerto Rican hit.
Instead of understanding the
Jerusalema dance challenge as
an intra-African phenomenon,
it’s maybe more useful to
understand it in terms of ongoing
creolisation processes – a mixing
of cultures – that spiral around the
Atlantic rim. Multi-directional,
unpredictable, but always
innovative, creolisation is the
motor of the “alegropolitics”
of African-heritage music and
dance.
(TheConversation.)
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Helicopter Horizons: View the
Okavango Delta From Above
By Ryan Blumton
In this week’s Echo Travel we
take to the skies with Helicopter
Horizons, a private helicopter
charter tour operator that
allows guests to marvel at the
splendor of the Okavango delta
from the sky.
We speak to Laura Morrison
of Helicopter Horizons to
learn more about the tour
operations.
“Moments after departing
guests will enjoy the
breathtaking views seen only
from a helicopter. Our most
popular flight is a 45 min scenic
flight from either Maun or from
any camp within the delta.”
Morrison said.
“I would say the majority of our

guests will be flying a helicopter
for the first time, although we
do have many repeat guests.”
“Our team of over 10 pilots
from around the world is highly
experienced and extremely
passionate about sharing their
love of the region. Our guests
are provided with headsets
for constant communications
with our very knowledgeable
pilots to make sure that they
have a guided experience and
are reassured should they have
any nerves about flying.”
She said a helicopter flip
over the Delta gives one the
crystal-clear water channels
meandering their way through
lagoons, journey deep into
the lush green flood plains
exploring some of the many

Nine Communities
benefit from Wilderness
Safaris third round of
COVID-Relief Hampers

animal species of the Okavango
region. The company operates
Robinson and Bell helicopters.
“This is a once in a lifetime
opportunity that must not be
missed. We remove the doors
from the helicopter on scenic
flights for unrestricted views,
which offers great photographic
opportunities.”

Okavango Delta. The first Wild
Dog Hunt was filmed from one
of our helicopters.”
The pilots are often called to
assist in various specialist tasks
including wildlife research
and management as well as
airlifting cargo. The company
has also partnered with Rhino

Conservation Botswana as well
as Elephants without borders
in the conservation efforts of
these organizations.
“We value our place in the
community and strive to give
back as much and as often
as we can. Our main giving
back partners are Rhino
Conversation Botswana (RCB),
Elephants without Borders
(EWB), Rhinos without Borders
and Government Organizations
monitoring at-risk animals.
These incredible NGO’s are
doing important work within
the conservation field in
Botswana.”
Morrison also said a Maun
based operator; they have
also connected with feed a
Child Botswana committing
to feeding numerous children
within the Maun community.
“This NGO was founded in
August 2012 and relies on
donations to operate and
is providing an incredibly
important service. The
organization was formed
to address basic nutritional
needs of the community in
the populations of focus in
the government’s poverty
eradication programs,
specifically, these are orphans
and vulnerable children and
the elderly with ailing health,”
she highlighted.

said like the rest of the tourism
industry, they have we have
been affected by border
closures due to COVID- 19
lockdown.
“It should come as no surprise
that Helicopter Horizons has
hosted various documentary
filmmakers. It is incredibly
exciting to be part of any
documentary involving the
As many rural communities
in Botswana continue to
struggle with the economic
effects of COVID-19, Wilderness
Safaris, together with its nonprofit partner Children in the
Wilderness (CITW), distributed
a third round of food parcels
to vulnerable families within
the Okavango Community
Trust (OCT), as well as Habu
and Sankoyo villages, and
communities in Maun and
Kasane, as part of its ongoing
Conservation Heroes foodrelief drive.
860 hampers, valued at over
P376 800, were handed over
during ceremonies at each
village during September and
October. Significant costs for
transport, accommodation and
staff time was kindly donated by
Orezone Transport & Logistics,
as well as Wilderness Safaris.
“October is sweltering, food
is scarce and people need all
the support they can get”,
explains Kim Nixon, Wilderness
Safaris Botswana MD. With an
average of eight people per
household, these communities

are heavily reliant upon the
revenue generated through
e c o t o u r i s m . No w , w i t h
COVID-19 travel restrictions
still in place, their income
stream has been drastically
reduced, or has dried up
completely. Food shortages have
become increasingly prevalent,
prompting government and
the private sector to provide
vital assistance.
“Our efforts have brought
tremendous relief in this
increasingly challenging period
of global hardship”, says Lesh
Moiteela, Cultural Ambassador
and Community Relationship
Manager.
With assistance and guidance
from the Dikgosi of each
village, their respective Village
Development Committees and
social workers, those in most
need were identified, and the
hampers, packed onto the
various vehicles, were delivered
directly to each homestead.
Prior visits to some of the
furthest villages had seen a
worsening litter situation,
with Eretsha and Gudigwa in

Northern Botswana’s OCT being
the worst affected. Thus the
visit was also an opportunity to
remove litter from the area.
“None of this food hamper
assistance would have
been possible without the
tremendous efforts and care
of our supporters, namely our
Chairman’s Foundation, Chris
Koenemann and friends from
Austria and Germany, Orezone
Transport & Logistics, Abu
Private Reserve, and Wilderness
Safaris Botswana,” notes
Moiteela.
“We remain deeply committed
to helping, at the base food level,
vulnerable families, and will be
heading out again in December
2020 with another massive
delivery of food hampers to
try and help as many people as
we can through the intensely
family-focused period around
Christmas. I have even greater
confidence that we will defeat
COVID-19, rebuild our business
and at the same time, recover
from the effect this pandemic
has had on each of our lives”,
concluded Nixon.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Call 3933805/6 To Advertise.

Call 3933805/6

H/W SIBANDA

CASE NO. CCMVL-000020-20
And

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned intends applying for a certified copy of the
Notarial Deed of Cession of Lease No. MA244/2011 dated 3rd day of June 2011 made in
favor of DIARA INVESTMENTS PROPRIETARY LIMITED in respect of the following property:

SOPHIE NOMALIZO SEBONEGO

Plaintiff

JOHN MOIRAPULA

Defendant

CERTAIN:
piece of land being Tribal Lot 618, BOKAA;
SITUATE:
at bokaa in the Bakgatla Tribal Territory;
MEASURING: 1594m (One Thousand Five Hundred and Ninety-Four Square Metres);
Any person having objection to the issue of such copy is hereby required to lodge same in
writing with the Registrar of Deeds within three (3) weeks from last
publication of this notice.

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION
BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to the Judgment granted by the above Honourable
Court the following property will be sold by DEPUTY SHERIFF OMPHEMETSE KAISARA by public
auction to the highest bidder as follows:
DATE OF SALE:
VENUE:
TIME:
TERMS OF SALE:

24th November 2020
Feeding Lot next to Moshupa Junction
10:00 am
Cash or bank guaranteed cheques

PROPERTY TO BE SOLD: 4 Jojo Tanks, Honda Water Pump, 5 Mekoro, B 655 BCM Silver Audi A4
DATED AT GABORONE ON THIS 27th DAY OF OCTOBER 2020

Call
3933805/6

Cricket-England to play
limited-overs series in
South Africa
England will travel to South
Africa for a four-match limited
overs tour starting in late
November, with all matches

IN THE MAGISTRATE COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF GABORONE
HELD AT VILLAGE

APPLICATION FOR CERTIFIED COPY OF LOST MEMORANDUM
OF AGREEMENT OF LEASE

to be played without spectators
in Cape Town and nearby Paarl,
Cricket South Africa (CSA)
confirmed on Wednesday.

CSA has received government
approval for the tour, which
will consist of three OneDay Internationals and three

Deputy Sheriff Omphemetse Kaisara
Tel: 3190188, 71222244
c/o RAHIM KHAN & COMPANY
Plaintiff’s Attorneys
Office # 1, Plot 50362
Showgrounds Office Park
P O Box 1884, Gaborone
Tel. No. 3188988/9
Fax No. 3188951/990
E-mail: neos@rahimkhan.co.bw
[NAS/sm/SEB22/0001]

Twenty20 Internationals
between Nov. 27 and Dec. 9,
with the players to first face
a 10-day quarantine period.
CSA acting chief executive
Kugandrie Govender said the
governing body had drawn
on the experience of England,
who recently hosted Ireland,
the West Indies, Pakistan
and Australia in bio-bubble
environments, to develop their
own plans.
“This is a first for us and we
commit to learn quickly and
with great responsiveness as
we have an action-packed
international season ahead
of us,” Govender said in a
media release from CSA on
Wednesday.
“The fact that England
are the current (ODI) World
Cup champions will add
tremendously to the two series
and will give our own players
every motivation to perform at
their very best to challenge the
reigning champions.”
Chief executive of the England
and Wales Cricket Board, Tom
Harrison, confirmed that the
team would fly to Cape Town on
a chartered flight and praised
the plans of CSA for the biobubble.
“I would like to personally
thank Cricket South Africa
for their efforts in ensuring
this tour goes ahead and their

diligent work to create an
environment that is safe for
our players and staff,” he said.
“They are working tirelessly
to pull together a bio-secure
plan in Cape Town and Paarl.

‘‘

“The fact that England
are the current (ODI)
World Cup champions
will add tremendously
to the two series
and will give our
own players every
motivation to perform
at their very best to
challenge the reigning
champions.”

“We owe it to the sport that
we do everything we can to
keep international competition
progressing during this
pandemic.”
England also toured South
Africa in February. The threematch ODI series was draw 1-1,
but England claimed the T20
honours with a 2-1 win.
(Reuters.)
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Zamalek finish second to
book Champions League spot
An early Mostafa Mohamed
goal set up Zamalek to defeat
Ismaily 3-1 in Cairo to clinch
second place in the Egyptian
Premier League and secure
qualification for the 2021 CAF
Champions League.
Had the White Knight not
collected three points, they
could have been overtaken
by 2020 CAF Confederation
Cup runners-up Pyramids and
lost out on a place in the elite
African club competition.
Champions Al Ahly will be the
other Egyptian representatives
in the Champions League with
Pyramids and fourth-place Al
Mokawloon Al Arab entering
the CAF Confederation Cup.
Egypt
Zamalek swiftly stamped
their authority over midtable Ismaily as Mohamed and
Democratic Republic of Congoborn Kabongo Kasongo scored
within 24 minutes. Moroccan
Achraf Bencharki stretched
the lead to three goals during
the second half before Wagih
Abdelhakim reduced arrears
after goalkeeper Mohamed
Abougabal blundered. Zamalek
now switch their attention to
the 2020 Champions League as
they will defend a 1-0 lead over
Raja Casablanca of Morocco
this Sunday in the second leg
of a semi-final in Cairo.
Zambia
Zambia made it four wins in
five 2021 Africa Cup of Nations
qualifying warm-up matches
this month under new Serb

coach Milutin Sredojevic by
defeating Ethiopia 3-2 and 3-1
in Addis Ababa.
Albert Kangwanda bagged a
brace in the first international
friendly and Emmanuel Chabula
matched that feat in the second
encounter.
Former African champions
Zambia are preparing for
two crucial Cup of Nations
fixtures with Botswana during
November after losing to Algeria
and Zimbabwe in previous
Group H matches.
Libya
Civil war in Libya led to the
cancellation of the past two
football seasons, so the 20172018 standings have been used
to choose clubs for the CAF club
competitions. League winners
Al Nasr and runners-up Al
Ahly Benghazi will compete
in the Champions League and
third-place Al Ahly Tripoli and
cup winners Al Ittihad in the
Confederation Cup.
Libya came closest to lifting
a CAF trophy when Al Ahly
Tripoli reached the 1984 African
Cup Winners Cup final before
Moamer Kadhafi barred them
from playing Al Ahly because
of political differences with
Egypt.
Gabon
English Premier League duo
Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang
of Arsenal and Mario Lemina of
Fulham have been included in
the Gabon squad for two Cup
of Nations qualifiers against
Group D leaders the Gambia.

Both missed the recent
friendly loss to Benin in
Portugal because of injuries
with the absence of 2015
African Footballer of the Year
Aubameyang particularly
noticeable.
Coach Patrice Neveu included
11 players with French clubs in
a 23-strong squad, including
Saint-Etienne forward Denis
Bouanga.
South Africa
Carlisle United is not a club
name normally found on
international squad lists, but
South Africa have called up
midfielder Dean Furman from
the English fourth-tier outfit.
He is part of a 25-man squad
for home and away Cup of
Nations Group C qualifiers

against minnows Sao Tome e
Principe next month.
Born in Cape Town and
brought up in England, the
32-year-old recently joined
Carlisle from Pretoria-based
South African Premiership
club SuperSport United.
Guinea
The Guinean Ligue 1 Pro
season has kicked off after
a long coronavirus-induced
suspension of football in the
west African nation and Hafia
and Wakriya are the pacesetters
with four points from two
matches.
Hafia were African giants
in the 1970s, reaching five
African Cup of Champions
Clubs (predecessor to the CAF
Champions League) finals and

winning three.
African commitments have
delayed the debut of CAF
Confederation Cup semifinalists Horoya, who will be
seeking a sixth straight league
title.
South Sudan
Cameroon-born South Sudan
coach Cyprian Ashu Bessong
has included 10 Australiabased players in his squad for
back-to-back Cup of Nations
qualifiers against Uganda
during November. Those called
up include Melbourne City
goalkeeper Majak Mawith,
defender Ruon Tongyik from
Central Coast Mariners, Perth
SC midfielder Jackson Morgan
and forward Yuel Kauch from
Western Union.South Sudan
are desperate for points against
Group B frontrunners Uganda
having lost away to Malawi
and at home to Burkina Faso.
(Cafonline)
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Zambian female footballer’s
success in Chinese league
cheered at home
After clinching the top
scorer award in the Women’s
Chinese Super League, Zambian
footballer Barbra Banda is
inspiring girls at home to follow
in her footsteps.
The 20-year-old won the
Golden Boot of China’s top
flight after scoring 18 goals in
13 games.
The powerful forward,
playing her debut season in
China, finished the campaign
nine goals ahead of her nearest
challenger Temwa Chawinga of
Wuhan Jianghan. Having helped
her side seal third place in the
standings, Banda has been the
talk of the league.

“I have made my name there,
everyone is talking about me,
which is a good thing. Wherever
you go, you just have to do your
best,” Banda told Reuters at
a training session in Lusaka,
where she has returned during
the Chinese Super League close
season.
“It’s not that I am the best
but I think it’s the effort that I
am putting in as myself and my
talent ... because talent can be
there but if I am not determined,
I can’t go anywhere,” she said.
Banda, who plays for the
Zambian national team and
played in Spain before moving
to China, is one of a small group
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of young female players from
Africa playing abroad.
“Many players are inspired by
what Barbra is doing. I myself, I
think I have inspired Barbra but
now I think she inspires me,”
Lusaka Dynamos Women’s
team head coach Enala Simbeya
said, as her team trained with
Banda.
“So even having her right here
at the pitch is an inspiration to
the team because the girls are
now having a focus. At least
they have a dream and they
have seen another girl achieve
it,” Simbeya added.
Lusaka Dynamos striker
Salome Kizomba said she was

in awe of Banda’s skills after
closely watching her play for
the past six months.
“She is strong and courageous

and even her kind of play is
amazing, it’s different from
other football players in Africa,”
Kizomba said. (Reuters.)

